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Metal shooting targets for sale

Top Reviews Latest Top 2020 Reviews Send Off Live Sales! Click here for details to save the 25% extensive site now through the end of the year, without the required code! All coupon codes have been disabled, the massive discount site is automated once items have been added to the cart! Page 2 All items are now 25% off once added
to the cart. No coupon codes are eligible for use on these products. The 3/4 AR500 Steel targets are suitable for the use of heavy caliber rifles whether it's with a handgun or rifle, regular target shooting helps law enforcement, army members, security personnel, competing shooters and even sharp weekend recreational plinkers and
maintain their shooting abilities. Choosing the right type of target plays an important role in practice shooting in terms of safety, skill and pleasure. [+] Read more AR500 steel is a wear-resistant abrasion that has a Brinell 500 hardness rating. Available from only a handful of steel plants worldwide, high-quality certified AR500 steel
materials are materials preferred for steel purposes because of its ability to withstand frequent hits of high speed, large caliber handguns and rifle pellets. Depending on the thickness of the steel shooting target, the calibre and type of ammunition in use and the distance between the shooter and the target, the AR500 steel targets can be
expected to last for a very long time. There are some metal shooting targets available that sell for just a few dollars. They are usually made of non-standard materials, and most will be useless and possibly even unsafe after hitting 50 or fewer times. Steel-made shooting targets with a brinell hardness rating of less than 400 prone to
pocking, cratering and public deformation, which affect their integrity, shorten their useful lives and can create a safety threat to the shooter and any nearby observer. These metal shooting targets should be avoided and only shooting targets made with high-quality hardened steel should be used for practice. Steel targets made of
temperate steel with Brinell hardness number (BHN) AR500 or higher are known to sustain more than 10,000 views. Spartan Armor system™ carries a full line of AR500 steel targets for sale which is made of the same high quality steel that is used in our core steel body armor. Reactive versus fixed steel shooting targets can also be a lot
of fun, and especially when reactive steel targets are used. When hit, reactive AR500 steel targets will clang, rotate, tumble or turn. Unlike paper or other single-use purposes, the AR500 steel targets will not grind or extend the residue, which makes cleaning quick and easy. AR500 steel targets can also be reused several times. When
safely anchored and positioned at a 20 degree downward angle, the splatter that results from striking hard steel target bullets will be diverted down and away from the shooter. But a safe distance must also be maintained between the shooter and a steel target. The It will vary, depending on the caliber of the bullet, the type of jacket, the
weight and speed of the muzzle. As a general instruction, safe distances to shoot at 3/8 steel targets are at least 15 yards for most handguns and 100 yards or more for non-armor noisy round rifles up to .30-06 caliber traveling at less than 2,700 fps. Spartan Armor System carries the full selection of reactive and fixed AR500 steel targets.
They can be both fully assembled (welded) and commissioned in kit versions (without support) for DIYers. Sold under the Spartan Target man™ brand, examples of our AR500 steel targets include the Heads Up model and the Target Tree Duel, which are also available in the version made of AR550 steel. We additionally carry a wide
selection of AR550 steel target replacement components and additives. For more information about Spartan Armor AR500 Steel Targets System, check out this blog from our archives. Find your shooting targets with Spartan Armor Systems to learn more about Spartan's ARMOR SYSTEMS AR500 Steel Shooting Targets, Body Armor or
any of our other quality products, contact us at 520-396-3335 or contact us online. Transportation is always free, and military personnel, law enforcement officers and first responders receive a 10% discount on all Spartan products. Steel targets are what we do, here in our rogue shooting targets are literally tons of steel targets in stocks
just about everyone. You may choose to buy only the steel gong so you can stand your hanger or. We also stand our steel target and steel target holders and even kits that both stand the target and aim the steel so when it arrives, you can start shooting. Our AR500 and AR550 targets add a new experience to the shooting target. With
immediate feedback, Target Steel will let the shooter know instant satisfaction if they hit their mark with both visual and audio confirmation. Even in a quick series of shots the shooter will know whether they are hit or missed, unlike other target types. Hearing the kick on your target over the long haul is very exciting and you spend less time
inspecting targets and more shooting time. Metal targets have other advantages over traditional paper or cardboard targets when shooting in unfavorable conditions, as it is largely not affected by rain or wind. All of our targets can be welded on both sides as there are no braces welded, allowing the shooter to get maximum use of the
targets and not worry with broken molds. Our targets are made to last thousands of rounds when used with proper cartridges. A common question now is the day is why ar550 steel? Don't most target steel manufacturers use ar500? Yes, and yes. In order to explain we needed to return on time when steel targets were primarily out of T-1
steel, it was because it was the best material readily available for use. With the evolution of time on the material went on we had a better new option, it was the AR500 and it worked way better than T-1 steel but still had issues with one The most popular cartridge used, 5.56, was AR500 materials at closer range and caused pits because
of the high speed of projectiles, which may be a big concern if you're shooting .17 Remington or 22-250 but 5.56 is probably the most widely used cartridge in the world. Law enforcement agencies, military, competitive 3-gun shooter not to mention public recreational shooter, they all love there AR 15 rifles and they're more in room 5.56,
so what should you do? Along came the next generation of materials and it solved the long-term problem with the goals of pit steel, it is ar550 and it works well. Our steel plates are all 100% internal laser cut AR500 or better, they are not plasma cutting to maintain steel characteristics. After laser cutting targets they are washed in solvent
to remove the oil. They carry no color allowing you to paint any color you choose or not paint at all, some shooters prefer just oil and shoot. After painting, the bullet kick will mark the target by blowing the color, just re-coloring and reuse. All of our target pages are designed to be used with both handguns and rifles. 1/2 AR500 Gong Steel
1/2 Gong Steel 2 to 15. $24.95-$126.95 3/8 AR550 Gong Steel 3/8 Gong Steel 2-20. $20.90-$159.95 3/8 AR550 Square Steel 3/8 Square Targets 8x8 to 24x 24. We have 3/8 square target plates .530 square hole cutters to fit 1/2 hard carriage screws used in our heavy duty tension holder or our t-hangers. They also have holes in the top
corners to allow hanging as a gong plate with chains or the like. $39.95-$229.95 3/8 AR550 Targets 3 Pack 3 Package Pricing for us Selected 3/8 Gong Steel Goals and 3/8 Square Steel Goals. $75.95-$169.95 3/8 AR550 Steel Tension Mount Targets 3/8 Tension Mount Targets .530 Square Hole Cutter fits the hard 1/2 screw carriage
used in our heavy duty tension holder. It can also be used with our t-hanger. Size for steel challenge stages. $53.95-$159.95 3/8 AR550 &amp; 1/2 AR500 Steel Silhouette Targets Our 2/3 scale and full size IDPA silhouette plates have a .530 square hole cut to fit the hardened 1/2 bolt bolt used in our Heavy Duty Tension Holder, they
also allow holes in each shoulder to hang with chains or such. The $99.95-$249.95 3/8 AR550 static targets are our static targets available 3/8 thick, static targets are designed to hang at forward angles and get beat. Our static goals can be reversed and shot from both sides, extending the purpose's life. These shooting targets are used
with our angled target holders, who come forward in either 10 degrees or 20 degrees. Originally designed for the U.S. Navy, it is now available for all AR500 steel target kits for the most common steel shooting targets and target stands to put the kit on package pricing. 3/8 x 10 AR550 Gong With Our Swinging Gong Stand For Gun
Shooters 3/8 x 10 Round tension mountain plate with our heavy stand tension for pistols or rifle shooters 1/2 x 15 AR500 gong with swinging gong stand for long range shooters. $174.95 -$249.95 AR550 Steel Rack Plate Targets - We offer two models of AR550 Plate Rack Targets, Junior Shelf which has three 3/8 x 8 AR550 targets and
is easy for one person to set up and standard plate racks that have six 3/8 x 8 AR550 targets. Both reset by puling the nylon reset strap from the shooting position so you can stop all the way to reset your goals. Target heavy duty holders tension holder, with each of our steel shooting targets that are used .530 square holes, just attach the
steel target to the holder and slip over the top of the stick 2 x 4 (2 x 4 sticks not included) can be used by gun shooters and pistols. T- Post Hanger, are used with a heavyy duty t-post to hang our steel targets. Use a pair along with a chain or strap kit to hang our gong plates or use as singles to hang our steel target plates with .530 square
holes. Sold as the target pair stands swinging a standing gong, made up of .095 x 1 round steel pipe, it sits 28 holding even large 16 square plates roughly 8 off the ground, giving plenty of room to swing. Can be used with our square shooting pages or our gong plates. Its legs stand 29 wide from front to back and 53 from side to side
giving plenty of consistency. Just screw legs into the hanger top and slide the top bar into the hanger, along with the powder-coated finish. Can be used by pistol shooters or rifles. Heavy duty stand tension, used to hang any of our steel shooting targets that have .530 square holes (square plates, tension plates or silhouettes). It is made of
heavy gauge steel and has a powder coated finish, has a 27 x 29 1/2 footprint. Can be used by pistol shooters or rifles. Customer supplies 2 x 4 wood. Hardware – Find misc. fasteners, install alternative hardware and springs and including for your steel shooting target or stand. Chain kits, use to hang all our plates except tension plates.
Strap kits, use hung gongs and plates. AR500 Steel Targets 1/2 Gong Steel Targets 2 to 15. $24.95 – $126.95 3/8 Steel Gong Goals 2-20. $14.95 – $129.95 3/8 square targets 8 x 8 to 24 x 24. $33.95 – $199.95 3 Pack Pricing for Our Choice 3/8 Gong Steel... $27.95 – $124.95 3/8 Tension Mount Steel Targets .8 530 Square... $47.95 –
$145.95 Our 2/3 scale and full size IDPA silhou platesette... $94.95 - $249.95 Our static steel targets are available at $94.95 3/8 thick... $32.95 – $85.95 AR500 Steel Targets Kit 3/8 x 10 AR500 Gong With Our SwingIng Gong Stand... $174.95-$. 249.95 3/8 x 10 AR500 round stretch mountain plate with heavy duty we stand tension...
$174.95-$249.95 We offer two models of AR500 plate rack targets.. Steel Target Stands &amp; Holders Heavy Duty Tension Holder and T- Post Hanger Swinging Gong Stand, is made from .095 x 1 round steel tubing... Heavy duty standing tension, used to hang each of our steel That a .530... Hardware for Steel Targets Chain Kit and
Band Kit
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